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**ABSTRACT**

From the earlier Iranian with many manner and various ways tried to combat with strangers or alien invaders that a case of this association is union of workers and company is strike is an obvious violence. Invasion of English and Soviet forces to Iran on September 1941 end up conserve of conditional kingship and provided an opportunity in order to policy development social economical and a open situation for activities. But this time it provided a chance for Iranian to learn living under control of king ship and law so it happened soon. The purpose of this survey is study of manner of advent of union of worker ship and strike and roll of staffs of workers of oil industry from the second part of decade of 20 until coup of August 28. This investigation will reveal more or less why oil industry staffs have rise up against king ship western democracy oil company of English and Iran. This article will deal with (how or why) procedures of combats with alien strangers understanding of present situation appropriate reaction about their exterminated rights. Likewise this paper will point to this case that oil industry and its staffs how they could have impact or effect in equivalents of super powers.

**INTRODUCTION**

One of the advantage in era of king ship of Mozafare-al-din shah that was given to a stranger alien in other word to an assertion English-ancestry originally was Darsi score that was reward or granted to William nox darsi with attempts of minister mokhtar of England namely Sir Artor Harding and help of Mirza Ali Asghar khan Atabak azam. He did constantly activities for establishing oil industry with dispatch of some oil expert to Iran so he decade with development of actions and exploration constantly. After a while England state purchased this advantage(score) and employed lots of people developing of oil company of English and Iran in all sides led to advection and developing of new cities that there were many staffs there with many various nationalities that worked there but majority of them were Iranian.

Iranians with guidance and assistance some persons and their leadership could resistance against hardship scrutinizing and unfulfilled of jobs policy socially and economy. Also could resistance before oil company and Iranian tried to established worker ship union worker motions strikes and various protest in various decades in order to get their rights likewise protest and persistence against company manager commander various violence's. About this survey some questions get to our mind do they (staffs) strike for their lifelong needs merely do you see the trace of toodeh parties in events? How would they could be effective in period of them? With attention activities of parties' toodhe to being illegal attempts of government for establishment of rival unions like:"worker ship unions of central board Khuzestan"

In 1947 and establishment of advertisements office of Iran &Engeland oil industry with purpose of combat with union council their activities were decreased and restricted [6].

In 1325 after strikes active persons in worker ship union were called to army. Military commander Khuzestan exiled leaders' party and oil company dismissed more than 1000 workers that were such as riot. The government loaned all street conventions with military state and suppressed public strikes with invitation of union council. After these mentioned events toodhe party policy getting away public activities and attention to strengthening of organization and attract members were truthful. But this affairs were done secretly so that party' opponents in state or workers unions have believed that this organization were in threshold of death and it's not dangerous at all. Indeed evidences have shown that toodeh party didn’t has waste his time and maybe it obtain reveal and secretive support of 35 percent of industrial workers.
This is a great achievement attaining and maintaining this support in occasion that party were under pressure of govern and couldn't protest or do a positive performance and resorted to it [1].

Of course, advancing procedure and reviving of toodeh party in conjunction with secretive abuse for killing the king in the same time of celebration of arani finished after this abuse, the government announce military situation and moreover leaders of toodeh, famous political persons like mossadeg and kashani were detente.

After these happens, the policy captured toodeh party offices detect their properties and more than 200 of their leaders were arrested on September 1958 central office of toodeh party held regular classes and sent educated active members to the center of provinces. The situation's of Abadan workers in oil regions were harsh and difficult more than 10 percent of them were not owner of house and oil company didn't pay any attention to them with excuse of war and now the war is finished and building of 10 thousand house and equipment of water and electricity as well as keep cleaning, hospital, school did not an easy act, company didn't show any responsibility against them with excuse of lack of enough staffs. Indeed, didn't expend any money for them [4].

In the middle of 1949, nine members of 19 central committee went in the jail and 10 others with their had crimes were outside of prison and were concealed, so, the govern proud and failure of toodeh were announced by them. Simultaneously, with decrease of violence of govern, toodeh party and its advocates published new activates in newspaper and started organization with regular journalistic. According to oil meeting on 30 may 1950 national council meeting were established, after that negotiation and studies get to this result that attached contract. Saed gas is not sufficient for Iran, therefore, they declared they protest. Iranian people after that they informed that oil meeting decision on the base of rejecting the attached contract enactment, many protest against oil company and Razm ara govern and supporting of minority of meeting all around the country happened. Journalist during they article praised attempts of nationality coalition and representations supportive opinions coalition. In that time national newspaper of secretly documents of oil company and secretive corresponding betweencompany and govern about attached contact enactment were published. Govern with its reflection in confiscation of newspaper, angrier people and made them determiner in their campaign for requesting their rights [3].

With expansion of this motion against south oil company rejection of contract were definite. National council meeting were under effect of public thoughts of Iranian people, confirmed the reports of oil meeting on the base attached enactment. With expressions of General Razm ara lieutenant in oil meeting against plan of nationalizing oil industry prevent of revealed secretly negotiations to oil company and commander in English.

As a result, decision about oil issue, were did by oil meeting that its staffs were representation and its advocates. Slogan of nationalizing that was supported with people of Iran happened. As soon as declining this article, suddenly representations, journalists, spectators rose up clapped and cheered up. In 29 March, sena meeting confirmed vote of national council meeting. So Iranian reached the first steps of victory successfully. After news of assassination of Razm ara lieutenant, the approval of suggestion of nationalizing of oil industry as on important event were published all around the world military future of Iran relation with oil nationalizing, oil company reaction and other big oil company and impact of oil nationalizing Iran in other oil producer countries analyzed and discussion. After killing Razm ara, Hossein Ala another prime minister were determined [3]. Hossein Ala's government from the first day faced with strike of south workers. After this strike 30 percent of wage of masher worker in Lali, Agajari in may 1951 on behalf of company were decreased [2].

From the first day of Farvardin great scope of strike in Khuzestan specially in oil region named Ahwaz, Mahshar arbor, Agajari, Masjedsoleiman and with oil started, that end up lots of killing of people and 3 English man and government announced military situation. Hossein Ala were not agree with military situation, deeply but there is not any solution with this massacre and slaughter that led to civil war. He knew the nation and toodeh party both are disagree with military government and they assumed that as an instrument for preventing from adverse to company and English. In Iran the biggest enemy of national motion after king and its companions was toodeh party, also Dr. Mossadeg were disagree with further exceed freedom so attack them. When toodeh party displayed his real power their fear turn in to the terror, tension and nervous. Toodeh party made a great public strike in Khuzestan against improper dwelling and low wages of oil company workers and formed a vast protest Motion against neglect of government for nationalizing of oil industry. Abadan police officers shoot to the people and protesters so massacred 6 persons. So English government sent some ships for savior of life, properties of English man to the Persian gulf. Toothed party in order to sympathy and support formed some strike, protest pared and street motion in Tehran, Isfahan and northern cities and intensified this motions. Hosssien Ala as for as knew this riot is a profit for enemies announced military government [1]. At the sometime prime minister of Iran correspondent to a journalist French man named Lomond expressed that every interference in affairs of Iran with its English forces in Abadan will be an amazing error or mistake for them. Tension in Abadan a little by little decreased, although 20 guise American staffs and English oil company in 14th of month gave up and sent to out of Iran by mentioned country's airplane. Kaper had attained some grenade and shed tearing gas for dismissing of airlines British forces settled in Iraq, reported that have exited 4 oil tank from Abadan so Iranian worker a little by a little with the grief of fear of got hopeless, and gave up their
works. All that made him distress was moving of sending of commander of Iran named Shah bakhti officer from to Khuzestan in order to regulation this province. He had never gone to Abadan and oversee there problems after nationalizing oil industry a few series of action in oil south mines happened that not only they were against the ethic but also they were against the successful ness of consumer's oil mines. Company wanted to understood this to all around the world if oil industry Iran nationalized Iran government could not exploit it any more. Even so assumed that if it will be true, Iran could not be able consume its present establishments, companies absolutely it could by able supply it's mines such as gafgaz oil mine that was under consuming of soviet union, Iran could exploited it's mines and take back them from the cruel tyrant company with its intendance fighting political [8].

Conclusion:

Some of this of staffs of oil company in past were in accompany to protest situation. Exited usually with directing them by toodeh party from the first state and revealed as a motion of policy-economy. Definitely it is clear without relating that this party had directed groups of worker ship in order to reach to their goal and they pointed to crucial part of oil industry company, they did they best for reach upon their wishes, constantly.

Repetition of staffs of oil industry and their strike, were in accompany with tolerance of difficulties, torments, prim sons and exiles, finally and up victory oil national motion. After that demonstrations and reaction to security forces happened too, that they were efficient in thinking of cabinet and expressing of nationalizing oil industry, and there were influential changing cabinets and stating protest of people too.
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